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We investigate field dynamics and tunneling between metastable minima in a landscape of type IIB flux
compactifications, utilizing monodromies of the complex structure moduli space to continuously connect
flux vacua. After describing the generic features of a flux-induced potential for the complex structure and
type IIB axiodilaton, we specialize to the mirror quintic Calabi-Yau to obtain an example landscape.
Studying the cosmological dynamics of the complex structure moduli, we find that the potential
generically does not support slow-roll inflation and that in general the landscape separates neatly into
basins of attraction of the various minima. We then discuss tunneling, with the inclusion of gravitational
effects, in many-dimensional field spaces. A set of constraints on the form of the Euclidean paths through
field space are presented, and then applied to construct approximate instantons mediating the transition
between de Sitter vacua in the flux landscape. We find that these instantons are generically thick wall and
that the tunneling rate is suppressed in the large-volume limit. We also consider examples where
supersymmetry is not broken by fluxes, in which case near–Bogomolnyi-Prasad-Sommerfeld thin-wall
bubbles can be constructed. We calculate the bubble-wall tension, finding that it scales like a D- or NS-
brane bubble, and comment on the implications of this correspondence. Finally, we present a brief
discussion of eternal inflation in the flux landscape.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The string theory landscape is a large collection of four-
dimensional, low-energy effective field theories that are
obtained by compactifying string or M-theory on an inter-
nal manifold.1 These theories arise as vacua in a compli-
cated potential that typically depends on hundreds of
parameters. Because there are usually many ways to stabi-
lize any given internal manifold (and many choices of the
internal manifold itself), the number of vacua can be
extremely large.
It is natural to start an investigation of the landscape by
looking at the properties of vacua. What kind of four-
dimensional theories occur in the landscape? Is any kind
of effective space-time preferred? What is the distribution
of the effective cosmological constant and the scale of
supersymmetry breaking? Given the great number of ex-
pected vacua, a statistical treatment of these questions is
necessary. Work in this direction has been carried out by,
e.g. [2–4].
However, to gain a full understanding of the history and
large-scale structure of the Universe, studying the vacua of
the potential is not enough. In order to describe the cos-
mological history of our Universe, including an epoch of
slow-roll inflation, one must at least have information
about the potential in the vicinity of a viable minimum.
Furthermore, many vacua in the landscape (including all
de Sitter vacua) are not global minima. Thus, they are only
metastable when quantum mechanical corrections are
taken into account, leading to a slow migration between
vacua. From the four-dimensional perspective, this will
proceed through the nucleation of a bubble of a lower
energy phase (the ‘‘true’’ vacuum) inside a region of a
higher energy phase (the ‘‘false’’ vacuum), a process which
has been discussed extensively in the literature, starting
with the works of Coleman and collaborators [5–7].
Suppose that at some stage in the history of our
Universe, a local region settled into a de Sitter vacuum in
the landscape. If the probability of a bubble forming in
each horizon volume is low (more precisely, the decay
probability per unit four-volume must be less than H4F), it
follows that some volume of the original phase will always
survive. This phenomenon is known as eternal inflation,
and together with the landscape, it implies that not only are
there a vast number of low-energy limits of string theory,
but that many (or perhaps all) are actually realized in
different spatiotemporal regions. In light of this, the pre-
dictions made from the landscape for low-energy physics
can only be statistical. How the statistical distributions of
various physical properties can be mapped out is at this
point not completely understood (see [8,9]). However, to
carry out this program, it will be necessary to study the
allowed types and properties of transitions between vacua
[10].
The transition probability is determined by the topo-
graphic features of the landscape, e.g. by the height and
width of the potential barriers. These features of the land-
scape are in general difficult to study, since they are highly
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model dependent. We need an explicit expression for the
potential to determine how (and if) vacua are continuously
connected by potential barriers. However, classes of com-
pactifications can have common topographic features, and
here we will focus on one such example, namely, the
topography of flux compactifications.
One way of obtaining stable string theory compactifica-
tions on internal manifolds is to let generalized, higher-
dimensional magnetic fluxes pierce nontrivial cycles of the
internal manifold. Such fluxes are present as p-form fields
in the string theory that is compactified. Given the flux,
energy is required to change the size of the pierced cycle.
Hence, the fluxes introduce a potential for the parameters,
or moduli, that determine the shape of the compactification
manifold. The moduli can be stabilized at a minimum of
the potential, perhaps yielding a phenomenologically ac-
ceptable four-dimensional theory. There are several re-
views on flux compactifications, e.g. [11,12].
Generally, there are symmetries of the compactification
manifold, known as monodromy transformations, that act
on the nontrivial internal cycles (for examples, see [13–
15]). Adding flux, as we describe in more detail later, these
transformations will not be symmetries of the resulting
potential, but can instead be viewed as a way to continu-
ously construct the potential between minima with differ-
ent flux configurations. The topography of such
continuously connected series of vacua can be investi-
gated, and it is reasonable to expect that these features
are somewhat universal among different flux compactifi-
cations. In this paper, we focus on series of minima in the
flux potential for complex structure moduli of compactifi-
cations of type IIB string theory. As an example, we will
study the flux minima for the complex structure modulus of
the mirror quintic, where it has been shown that series of
continuously connected minima exist [16].
In doing so, we will be able to explicitly describe the
transitions between flux vacua in terms of a four-
dimensional, low-energy theory. This is an important prop-
erty to establish, and has been a topic of some controversy
in the past [17,18]. In addition, our picture of transitions in
the flux landscape illustrates a number of features not
present in the flux lattice of the Bousso-Polchinski land-
scape [19], and we are able to clarify the connection
between near–Bogomolnyi-Prasad-Sommerfeld (BPS) do-
main walls [20], and D- and NS-brane bubbles. These
results complement the recent analysis of Ref. [21].
The paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces
the string landscape and explains how cycle monodromies
affect the topography of the landscape. The following
section is an in-depth investigation of the properties of
the mirror quintic example landscape that will be used
throughout the paper. The classical field dynamics of the
flux sector is discussed. We then focus on tunneling, and
the stability of flux vacua. Section V contains a general
discussion of tunneling in multidimensional field spaces. In
Sec. VI, we calculate tunneling amplitudes in the mirror
quintic, and discuss the interpretation of the four-
dimensional bubbles. We then discuss eternal inflation in
Sec. VII. Finally, our results are summarized and discussed
in Sec. VIII. Our notation and some technical computa-
tions are found in the appendix.
II. BASICS OF THE STRING THEORY
LANDSCAPE
A. Scales in string theory
Most of the phenomenologically interesting computa-
tions in string theory lie within the realm of a low-energy
effective theory, ten-dimensional supergravity. There are
two approximations that must be made in order to use this
framework. First, we must restrict ourselves to energy
scales much lower than Ms, the energy splitting between
string states in ten-dimensional Minkowski space. This
allows us to neglect the internal degrees of freedom of
strings. We must also work at weak string coupling gs,
which suppresses string loop contributions to the effective
action. The string coupling is a dynamical field, related to
the dilaton field by gs ¼ e, and so this is a restriction on
its range of variation. In addition to the graviton, the theory
generally includes the dilaton, a number of p-form fields,
and extended objects known as Dp-branes. The exact field
content depends on the string theory whose low-energy
limit we are interested in.
In order to make contact with four-dimensional physics,
we must compactify six of the original ten dimensions.
This dimensional reduction requires us to specify the
manifold that the six extra dimensions are compactified
to. In the absence of flux and branes, this manifold can be
characterized by its topology and a set of metric deforma-
tions known as moduli fields, which at this level are exactly
massless (i.e. it incurs no energy to change their values). In
this paper, we compactify on Calabi-Yau manifolds, which
allow us to preserve some supersymmetry in four dimen-
sions. The metric deformations then fall into two different
cohomology classes: Ka¨hler and complex structure.
Schematically, the Ka¨hler moduli correspond to a scaling
of the volume and the complex structure moduli corre-
spond to a change in the shape of the manifold.
Reducing the volume of the six-dimensional manifold,
we obtain an effective four-dimensional theory that con-
tains the four-dimensional graviton and an infinite set of
fields for each of the moduli of the underlying compacti-
fication (known as the Kaluza-Klein, or KK, tower). Each
set of fields contains a massless mode as well as a sequence
of modes whose masses are determined by the eigenvalues
of the six-dimensional Laplacian, and therefore by the
volume of the internal manifold. This introduces a mass
scale into the four-dimensional theory, MKK, below which
we can keep only the massless mode.
We now collect a number of results from the appendix
for the reader’s convenience. We define the internal volume
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as V ¼ 3=2I ~V , where ~V  ð2Þ603 and I is a dimen-
sionless (Ka¨hler) modulus determining the overall scale of
the internal manifold. We then have the following ratios of
scales:
Ms
Mp
¼ g1=4s 3=4I ;
MKK
Mp
¼ 1I ;
MKK
Ms
¼ ðgsIÞ1=4:
(1)
For weak string coupling (gs < 1), and large volume
(I  1), we will have a string scale that is much lower
than the four-dimensional Planck massMp.
2 Depending on
the relative size of gs and I, we could find that the KK
scale is either above or below the string scale.
B. Moduli stabilization and the landscape
The massless moduli introduced above are not phenom-
enologically acceptable; they introduce long-ranged so-
called fifth forces and cause problems with cosmology. It
is therefore necessary for these fields to be stabilized at a
relatively high mass scale in a realistic low-energy theory.
In order to fix the moduli, one must consider adding fluxes,
branes, 0 corrections, and/or nonperturbative corrections.
Because of these complications, successful stabilization of
all the moduli in a string theory compactification has been
achieved only relatively recently. Examples of stabilized
theories in the context of type IIB and type IIA string
theories are found in [23–28], respectively. The interesting
conclusion reached in this analysis is that not only are there
many different manifolds to compactify on, but many
vacua exist for the moduli of a given compactification.
This potentially large collection of vacua has been dubbed
the string theory landscape [1], and the existence of many
different consistent four-dimensional, low-energy limits of
the original ten-dimensional supergravity and a specified
compactification has profound implications for making
observational connections with UV physics.
Further complicating matters, the moduli are in general
only fixed at metastable vacua of the landscape. The po-
tential barriers separating vacua can be penetrated by
quantum mechanical tunneling of the moduli fields. The
stability of a given vacuum is determined by the topogra-
phy of the landscape surrounding it: the distance to the next
minimum, barrier heights, etc. Therefore, to understand the
dynamics on the landscape we must investigate its topog-
raphy. In the following, we will focus on the topography of
the sector of the landscape that is fixed by fluxes.
We can gain much intuition about the topography of this
landscape sector by looking at the example of a two-
dimensional torus (to learn more about the torus, see
[29]). As shown in Fig. 1, a torus can be represented as a
lattice on the complex plane with the identifications
w! wþmþ nU; (2)
where m and n are integers and the complex parameter
U  A=B is the ratio of periods of the noncontractible one-
cycles a and b. The coordinatew is dimensionless, with the
overall scale measured by the volume of the torus. There
are then two moduli: the complex structure modulusU and
the overall volume (just AB for a rectangular torus), which
is a Ka¨hler modulus that we neglect for now.
When U has a nonzero real part, it is no longer rectan-
gular in the original lattice. In the three-dimsional ana-
logue, the torus is ‘‘twisted’’ by the angle   2ReðUÞ
(see Fig. 1). Not all twists generate new tori. Twisting by an
angle of 2, and applying the identifications Eq. (2), we
see that the new torus cover the same lattice points as the
original one. Thus, the modular transform U ! Uþ 1 is a
symmetry on U space. This transformation, together with
U ! 1=U, generate the full symmetry group of the torus,
PSL(2,Z). The complex structure moduli space of the torus
consists of all points in U space not related by these two
identifications.
Note that the modular transforms affect the noncontrac-
tible cycles of the torus. Under U ! Uþ 1 the b-cycle is
unchanged, but the a-cycle undergoes the monodromy
transform a! aþ b (see Fig. 1). Similarly, under U !
1=U, the two cycles are interchanged. Thus, the modular
transforms on U space induce two monodromy transfor-
mations on the cycles, or equivalently their periods
A
B

! Ti

A
B

; (3)
as described by the monodromy matrices
T 0 ¼ 1 10 1
 
; T1 ¼ 0 11 0
 
: (4)
Now imagine that a constant magnetic field exists on the
torus. Because of the nontrivial topology, the field can be
present without sources, but the total flux through each of
the cycles obeys a Dirac quantization condition. Confining
flux lines to a region in space costs energy, meaning that a
potential is induced for the size of the cycles. We therefore
induce a potential on the torus’ complex structure moduli
space. Also, in the presence of flux, the twisting described
above comes with a price in energy due to the fact that the
lines of flux must twist as well in order to remain unbroken.
The most important property to note about the potential
in this example is that while monodromies preserve the
geometrical properties of the manifold, they will not pre-
serve the form of the potential, implying that it is multi-
valued on the complex structure moduli space. We can
twist as much as we like, producing a potential that re-
sembles a spiral staircase (with the various sheets matched
2The hierarchy can be larger for warped internal manifolds
[22]. It is important that all scales are measured in the same
frame, e.g. the ten-dimensional string frame, but the ratios are of
course frame independent.
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across branch cuts) as we wind the lines of flux more and
more.
Twisting effectively adds components of flux to the
cycle in the direction of the twist, and taking U ! 1=U
changes the cycle a flux is wrapping. This means that we
can view monodromy transformations as a way to move
continuously between different flux configurations on the
torus. It is possible to connect many, but not all flux
configurations in this way [e.g. starting with a flux con-
figuration ðF;GÞ around the two basis cycles, we can never
reach 2ðF;GÞ, since the matrix 2I has determinant 2 and
cannot be in SL(2,Z)].
It has been shown by one of the authors that there are
continuous sequences of vacua related by monodromies in
type IIB flux compactifications [16], and possibly an infi-
nite number of them [30]. The simple example of the torus
captures many of the features found in such type IIB flux
landscapes, and should be kept in mind as we discuss more
complicated internal manifolds.
III. MIRROR QUINTIC CALABI-YAU
The addition of fluxes on the mirror quintic Calabi-Yau
(see [14] for a detailed description of the properties of this
manifold) generates an example landscape of continuously
connected type IIB flux vacua. This model was studied
previously in [16], to which we refer the reader for notation
and additional details. The mirror quintic possesses 101
Ka¨hler moduli and a single complex structure modulus,
and provides a simple model for studying the structure of
the potential on complex structure moduli space. There are
four basis three-cycles that can be pierced by flux, inducing
a potential for the complex structure modulus and the type
IIB axiodilaton, and we will assume in what follows that
nonperturbative effects or 0 corrections fix the Ka¨hler
moduli. We expect this analysis of the complex structure
moduli space to carry over to models with fixed Ka¨hler
moduli, and provide insights into the topographic features
of the full landscape.
A. The moduli space, flux, and monodromies
The periods,  ¼ ð1;2;3;4ÞT , over the four
basis three-cycles specify the geometry of the complex
structure moduli space of the mirror quintic, as described
in the appendix. There is one complex structure modulus z,
and the complex structure moduli space is the complex
plane shown in Fig. 2. This space has three singularities:
the large complex structure (LCS) point (z ¼ 0), the coni-
fold point (z ¼ 1), and the Gepner point (z ¼ 1). There is
C
z
10
T TLCS
FIG. 2. The complex structure moduli space of the mirror
quintic. The plot shows two of the three singular points: the
large complex structure point z ¼ 0 and the conifold point z ¼
1. The two branch cuts correspond to the large complex structure
and the conifold monodromies.
U+1
B
w
A
U
A
B
FIG. 1. Here, we depict one of the monodromies of a two-dimensional torus. On the top left, the torus can be represented by a region
of the complex plane with opposite edges of the rectangle identified. Twisting the torus by an angle of 2 (bottom) is equivalent to
taking U ! Uþ 1 (top). The result is a torus that is identical in shape, but with transformed cycles (bottom right).
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a branch cut emanating from each singularity, correspond-
ing to a period monodromy. Only two of these monodro-
mies are independent, and in the following we will restrict
to the large complex structure and the conifold monod-
romy. We can choose a period basis where the monodromy
transformations are ! Ti, with monodromy matrices
[31]
TLCS ¼
1 1 3 5
0 1 5 8
0 0 1 1
0 0 0 1
0
BBBBB@
1
CCCCCA; TC ¼
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
1 0 0 1
0
BBBBB@
1
CCCCCA:
(5)
We now turn on three-flux, which will both lift the
complex structure modulus and backreact on the geometry
of the internal manifold. For small fluxes, the effect will be
a warped internal manifold that is conformally Calabi-Yau.
The moduli space of this manifold is similar to that of the
original Calabi-Yau, but warping affects the metric of the
moduli space [22]. To facilitate our analysis we assume
that the overall-scale Ka¨hler modulus  is fixed at large
compactification volume. In general, this is highly non-
trivial (see [32] for a clear description of some of the
difficulties), but has been accomplished in a variety of
scenarios [23,24]. For such large-volume compactifica-
tions warping can be neglected [25], although there are a
number of important subtleties to address in the dimen-
sional reduction [33–35]. We must also include D3-branes
and O3 planes or D7-branes to cancel the overall D3 charge
induced on the compact internal manifold by the flux [25].
We neglect the influence of these localized objects on the
potential for the complex structure and axiodilaton.
With the caveat that we are working under the above
stated set of assumptions, we can describe the qualitative
features of a flux-induced potential on the axiodilaton and
complex structure moduli space of the mirror quintic, with
the salient technical details relegated to the appendix. The
potential induced for the axiodilaton, , is particularly
simple. At fixed z for a given flux configuration, the
extrema of the potential are determined by a quadratic
equation in  [16], the physical root of which corresponds
to a global minimum. The imaginary part of  determines
the string coupling, which we must ensure is less than unity
in order to maintain the validity of the supergravity ap-
proximation. This will be explicitly determined in all of the
examples we present.
We now describe the potential on complex structure
moduli space. Type IIB string theory has two types of 3-
form fluxes, Ramond-Ramond (RR) and Neveu-Schwarz
(NSNS), which can be arranged into vectors F ¼
ðF1; F2; F3; F4Þ and H ¼ ðH1; H2; H3; H4Þ, respectively.
In our conventions, 1 corresponds to the period of the
shrinking cycle associated with the conifold, with F4 and
H4 the flux piercing this cycle. F1 and H1 are the fluxes
piercing the dual cycle 4. The flux induces a superpo-
tential [36]
W ¼ ðF HÞ ; (6)
from which theN ¼ 1 scalar potential can be computed.
For generic fluxes, there will be local minima of the
potential, as we describe in more detail below. Since the
monodromies introduced in Eq. (5) preserve the symplectic
structure, we can think of them as acting either on the
period vectors or equally well, as acting on the flux vectors,
yielding F0 ¼ FT and H0 ¼ HT. This is in exact analogy
to the heuristic example of fluxes on a torus introduced in
Sec. II B.
Although the monodromy transformations change the
flux through the three-cycles, it is important to note that the
transformations preserve the symplectic structure. By
Gauss’s law, the total charge on a compact manifold
must always vanish. In the compactifications discussed
here, this turns into a tadpole condition on the fluxes:
F Q H ¼ N (7)
where N is set by the total charge of branes and orientifold
planes in the compactification, and Q is the intersection
matrix of three-cycles [see Eq. (A4)]. This symplectic flux
product is unchanged by the monodromies, and there is no
need to nucleate any branes when going from one mini-
mum to another.
Note that in general, the monodromy transformations
connect flux configurations that do not differ by one unit of
flux; for example, we have F0 ¼ ðF1 þ F4; F2; F3; F4Þ
under a conifold monodromy. We can always chooseH4 ¼
0 using the invariance of SL(2,Z) transformations of the
axiodilaton and fluxes in type IIB [16], and will do so in
what follows. Given a particular flux configuration, one
cannot reach all other flux configurations by performing
the monodromies under consideration, leaving open the
possibility that the landscape consists of ‘‘islands’’ of
continuously connected sets of vacua (although it is pos-
sible to connect many more configurations by considering
an extended moduli space; see Ref. [30]).
B. The four-dimensional action
The four-dimensional effective action for this sample
landscape can now be constructed. Collecting the results
from the appendix, the action is
S ¼ M
2
p
2
Z
d4x
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃgp R 2K @@  2Kzz@z@ z
 2M
2
pgs
3I
vð; zÞ

: (8)
We will often find it convenient to write the action in terms
of real fieldsi 2 fzR; zI; R; Ig, where z ¼ zR þ izI. The
nonzero components of the Ka¨hler metric are then KzRzR ¼
KzIzI ¼ Kzz and KRR ¼ KII ¼ K . The metric is, in the
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real field basis i,
Gij ¼ 4
Kzz 0 0 0
0 Kzz 0 0
0 0 K  0
0 0 0 K 
0
BBB@
1
CCCA:
Thus, the kinetic terms are given by
2K @@
 þ 2Kzz@z@ z ¼ 12Gij@
i@j: (9)
As discussed above,  exhibits a global minimum for
fixed z and flux. Along some path in z, the position of this
minimum will drift, but dynamically  will typically re-
main in the neighborhood of the minimum. We will there-
fore be interested in taking a slice of the potential where 
is everywhere minimized, and will study the combination
VN  gsðminÞvðz; minÞ; (10)
unless otherwise noted.
The periods of the four three-cycles of the mirror quintic
are given by Meijer G-functions, as described in [30,31],
allowing us to calculate VN , K , and Kzz numerically. We
compute the potential for each flux configuration on a
square grid with cell size zI;R ¼ :04 using the built-in
Meijer G-functions of MAPLE. Near the conifold point, the
convergence of these numerical expressions is exceedingly
slow, and we are unable to determine the scalar potential
and Ka¨hler potential. However, there do exist analytic
expressions for the Ka¨hler potential and period vectors in
the very-near vicinity of the conifold point; see, e.g. [30]
and references therein.
An example of the numerically generated potential is
shown in Fig. 3. In the left panel, the multisheeted structure
of the potential is manifest. Moving across the branch cuts
emanating from the conifold and LCS points brings the
field to another level of the potential, forming two spiral
staircases. In this example, there are minima on both the
upper and lower sheet that are continuously connected by
performing a conifold monodromy. The upper minimum
has the flux configuration F ¼ ½2;6;9;1; H ¼
½1; 0;7; 0, and the lower minimum F ¼ ½3;6;
9;1;H ¼ ½1; 0;7; 0. We can perform any number
of conifold and LCS monodromies, creating a large num-
ber of levels, and potentially a large number of continu-
ously connected minima [16,30]. We will also find it
convenient to define polar coordinates about the conifold
point, R2 ¼ z2I þ ðzR  1Þ2 and tanðÞ ¼ zI=ðzR  1Þ,
which allows us to ‘‘unwrap’’ the potential and remove
one of the branch cuts. A contour plot of the potential in
this representation is shown in the right panel of Fig. 3. The
two minima are indicated by VT and VF, with VF > VT .
There are also two other extrema, labeled as VHM, corre-
sponding to saddles.
We have generated potentials for a number of different
flux configurations. Shown in Table I are some examples.
Each numbered sequence [e.g. (1a) and (1b)] represent
potential sheets connected by a conifold monodromy.
This can correspond to a change in flux by one unit or
FIG. 3 (color online). The potential for the mirror quintic complex structure modulus is multivalued due to the three-cycle
monodromies. The panels show two minima connected by a conifold monodromy. The upper minimum VF has flux configuration
F ¼ ½2;6;9;1; H ¼ ½1; 0;7; 0 and the lower minimum VT has the flux configuration F ¼ ½3;6;9;1; H ¼
½1; 0;7; 0. The polar coordinates used in the right panel are R2 ¼ z2I þ ðzR  1Þ2 and tanðÞ ¼ zI=ðzR  1Þ.
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many units (one unit for examples 2,3,4; two units for
examples 1 and 5; and six units for example 6), and there
exist sequences of a number of connected minima, as in
example 2. The minima have a variety of potential values,
and, in general, because the flux has a number of compo-
nents, increasing the value of one of the components of the
flux upon the application of a conifold monodromy does
not necessarily increase the value of the potential. The
eigenvalues 	1;2 of the dimensionless mass matrix
m2ij ¼ 4Kzz
@2VN
ij
; (11)
evaluated at the extrema are in most examples order one,
yielding a mass scale for the complex structure moduli of
orderm2z ’ M2p3I . The minima typically are not symmet-
ric, and have one large and one small eigenvalue. The
additional extremum is a saddle point, with one positive
and one negative eigenvalue. The negative eigenvalue is
also typically of order M2p
3
I . The size of gs ¼ 1I at its
minimum is typically of the order 0.1.
Having discussed the potential and some of its proper-
ties, we now digress on its range of validity. As discussed
in Sec. II A, the effective field theory approach is self-
consistent only when energies remain below the string
and Kaluza-Klein scales. The ratio of the relevant scales
is given by
V
M4s
¼ ðgsÞ1VN; V
M4KK
¼ 1IVN; (12)
mz
Ms
 g1=4s 3=4I ;
mz
MKK
 1=2I ; (13)
where the factors of gs arise in the first two relations due to
the fact that VN incorporates gsðminÞ. For most of the
examples at hand, we will have a potential that is close
to or above the string and Kaluza-Klein scales. We should
therefore expect that the potential will receive corrections
from the massive Kaluza-Klein modes3 and/or stringy
degrees of freedom [from Eq. (1) the hierarchy between
the string and KK scales is determined by the relative size
of gs and I, and determines the relative importance of
these two possible corrections]. Nevertheless, we still ex-
pect the generic features of the potential, such as the
existence of minima connected by monodromies, to sur-
vive. We will therefore proceed with caution, acknowl-
edging that the potential between the minima and
detailed quantitative predictions of this model will most
likely receive corrections in a more complete description.
IV. DYNAMICS OF THE MODULI
Cosmological solutions in the presence of the action
Eq. (8) can be determined by assuming a Friedmann-
Robertson-Walker (FRW) metric
ds2 ¼ dT2 þ R2

dr2
1 k r2 þ r
2d22

; (14)
where k ¼ f1; 0; 1g for an open, flat, or closed universe,
respectively. In general, it is possible to decompose a scalar
potential as V ¼ 4VN , where from Eq. (8), the flux-
induced potentials will have 4  M4pð3I Þ1. Ex-
pressing the action in terms of the real fields i, and
defining M2 ¼ M2p=2 and the dimensionless coordinates
t ¼ 
2
M
T; r ¼ 
2
M
R; (15)
the action then becomes
TABLE I. Properties of some example flux-induced potentials.
Flux configuration: VminN m
min
11 m
min
22 V
HM
N m
HM
11 gs
(1a) F ¼ ½3;4;1;2; H ¼ ½1; 0; 5; 0 2.8 1.2 0.25 2.87 1:4 0.23
(1b) F ¼ ½1;4;1;2; H ¼ ½1; 0; 5; 0 2.67 1.2 0.2 2.77 0:75 0.27
(2a) F ¼ ½2;6;9;1; H ¼ ½1; 0;7; 0 0.24 2.4 0.6 0.32 2:4 0.25
(2b) F ¼ ½1;6;9;1; H ¼ ½1; 0;7; 0 0.03 2.3 0.5 0.21 3 0.39
(2c) F ¼ ½0;6;9;1; H ¼ ½1; 0;7; 0 0 2 0.38 0.13 2:4 0.27
(2d) F ¼ ½1;6;9;1; H ¼ ½1; 0;7; 0 0 1.8 0.7 0.073 2:1 0.25
(3a) F ¼ ½2; 9;4; 1; H ¼ ½1; 0;7; 0 8.66 5.2 0.5 8.67 1 0.14
(3b) F ¼ ½1; 9;4; 1; H ¼ ½1; 0;7; 0 8.45 3.9 0.8 8.52 2 0.16
(4a) F ¼ ½1; 9; 7; 1; H ¼ ½1; 0; 6; 0 0.27 3.2 0.7 0.37 3 0.15
(4b) F ¼ ½2; 9; 7; 1; H ¼ ½1; 0; 6; 0 0.41 3.7 0.75 0.486 1:8 0.12
(5a) F ¼ ½1; 2;8;2; H ¼ ½2; 2; 9; 0 0.644 2.6 0.75 0.716 3 0.65
(5b) F ¼ ½1; 2;8;2; H ¼ ½2; 2; 9; 0 0.638 2.8 0.8 0.710 3:8 0.65
(6a) F ¼ ½6;3; 5; 6; H ¼ ½1; 1; 1; 0 1.62 2.4 0.8 1.687 2 0.58
(6b) F ¼ ½0;3; 5; 6; H ¼ ½1; 1; 1; 0 1.56 2 1 .6
3The massive KK modes were included in the dimensional
reduction of Ref. [34]; we leave an examination of their effects
to future work.
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SE ¼ 42M
4
4
Z
dtr3


2
r2
ðk _r2Þ þ 1
2
Gij _i _j  VNðÞ

;
(16)
where 
2 is defined as

2  M
2
3M2p
: (17)
The equations of motion are given by
_r2 ¼ kþ 
2r2

1
2
Gij _i _j þ VN

;
€i þ 3 _r
r
_i þ ijk _j _k ¼ Gij
@VN
@j
;
(18)
where ijk are the Christoffel symbols on field space.
A. Inflation
Cosmologically, perhaps the most interesting dynamical
behavior we could hope to find in our sample landscape is
inflation. We will only briefly discuss this here, and refer
the reader to recent reviews on inflation in string theory
[37,38] for more details. To determine if a potential is
suitable to drive an epoch of inflation, we must satisfy
the slow-roll conditions
1
2V2
Gij
@V
@i
@V
@j
 1; (19)
minð	Þ  1; (20)
where i and j run over all the dimensionless moduli fields
i, and minð	Þ is the smallest eigenvalue of the matrix
Nij ¼
1
V
Gik

@2V
@j@k
 ljk
@V
@l

: (22)
Note that the overall scale of the potential is irrelevant in
determining the slow-roll parameters. There are two im-
portant obstacles to finding inflation in multiple field mod-
els of supergravity. First, we must ensure that the gradient
of the potential is small in all directions of field space in
order to satisfy the first slow-roll condition. We must also
ensure that there are no corrections to the potential that will
spoil slow roll. This problem is particularly acute in models
of supergravity, where corrections to the Ka¨hler potential
can cause a so-called -problem, rendering the second
derivative too large to support significant (or any) inflation
[39]. Most models of stringy inflation fall prey to one of
these two problems (for a manifestation of the -problem,
see, e.g. [40]).
In our sample landscape, we have assumed that I is
fixed, and we neglect the other Ka¨hler moduli, potentially
introducing the first problem. In addition, both the super-
potential and the Ka¨hler potential are corrected beyond the
classical approximation, potentially introducing the second
problem. Nevertheless, we can check if the potential over
the complex structure moduli space as computed here is at
least consistent with driving an epoch of slow roll. To do
so, we have computed the slow-roll parameters for a vari-
ety of flux configurations. In most situations, the first slow-
roll parameter is much larger than one except for the near
vicinity of a saddle. This is mainly a consequence of the
fact that Gij  1 over most of moduli space. Very near the
LCS and conifold points Gij can become small, but this is
where the potential drastically steepens, as can be seen in
Fig. 3. In the LCS region there are polynomial expansions
for the periods (see [31] for the mirror quintic expressions),
and using these it can be shown that the first slow-roll
parameter approaches aOð1Þ constant. Also, the analytical
expansion near the conifold point (see [16]) can be shown
to violate the first slow-roll condition.
The only potentially viable location for slow-roll infla-
tion is therefore in the vicinity of the saddle point.
However, here the relevant eigenvalue of the mass matrix
is typically not small enough to ensure that the second
slow-roll condition is satisfied. We have found examples
where a minimum can nearly merge with the saddle to
produce an approximate inflection point. This will produce
a region of the potential where both slow-roll conditions
are satisfied over a small range, and falls under the rubric of
accidental inflation [41]. However, we stress that this sce-
nario is extremely vulnerable to corrections and may sim-
ply fall apart when the neglected Ka¨hler moduli are
reintroduced.
We therefore conclude that aside from some potential
very fine-tuned scenarios, it is difficult to realize inflation
in our sample landscape. This is likely to carry over to flux
potentials on other compactification manifolds.
B. General trajectories
In general, the cosmological dynamics of moduli fields
can be quite complicated. The equations of motion are
nonlinear and trajectories can exhibit chaotic behavior.
Fortunately, in our example the behavior of trajectories
on moduli space is rather simple. As described above, the
potential for  always has a global minimum at fixed z, and
we will assume initial conditions for which  remains near
this minimum. Therefore, we will restrict ourselves to
motion along paths in the four-dimensional z -space
where @V ¼ 0.
Considering trajectories in z-space, we must first de-
scribe the behavior of Kzz. The Ka¨hler potential is inde-
pendent of flux,4 and so will be identical for each flux
configuration. The metric coefficient Kzz diverges as z!
0, and goes to zero as jzj ! 1 as shown in the contour plot
Fig. 4. As seen from the figure, aside from the near-
4The flux-induced warping of the internal manifold yields
flux-dependent corrections to the Ka¨hler potential, which we
ignore.
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conifold region, Kzz depends only on jzj to first approxi-
mation. Outside the near neighborhood of the LCS and
conifold singularities it falls off approximately like jzj2.
We have solved the equations of motion Eq. (18) for a
flat FRW universe in the presence of a number of flux-
induced potentials for a variety of initial conditions using
an adapted version of the supercosmology program [42].
Some example trajectories are plotted in Fig. 5. Because
determining the potential near the conifold point is com-
putationally expensive, we will not be able to track the
evolution of the fields with good accuracy in this region
(the potential becomes fairly inaccurate at a distance
jz 1j  :1). Away from the conifold point, we define an
interpolating function over the grid of data for the two-
dimensional potential. This introduces a small numerical
error in determining the gradient of the potential at each
step of the numerical integration, but we do not expect this
to significantly alter the qualitative behavior of the com-
puted trajectories.
Considering initial conditions with field velocities that
are not significantly larger than order one, trajectories that
do not pass too close to the conifold point (where the
numerics break down) will end up either in the minimum
on the sheet where the initial conditions were defined, or
will pass around the LCS or conifold point to the next sheet
down. If there is another minimum on the lower sheet, the
trajectory will typically end here. By considering a number
of trajectories with zero initial velocity, we have mapped
out the approximate basins of attraction for the two adja-
cent minima shown in Fig. 5. Initial conditions in basin 1
will result in trajectories that end in min 1, trajectories
beginning in basin 2 will end in min 2, and trajectories
beginning in basin 3 will fall to the left, potentially into
another minimum on the next sheet down. As expected, the
saddle points lie on the boundaries between basins. Note
FIG. 5 (color online). Here, we show the potential corresponding to a flux configuration in the upper minimum (min 1, indicated by
the filled circle to the right) given by F ¼ ½3;4;1;2; H ¼ ½1; 0; 5; 0 (example 1 in Table I). The lower minimum, min 2, is
denoted by the filled circle on the left. Some sample trajectories are shown as solid lines, with initial positions denoted by small filled
circles (the initial velocity is zero in these examples). The numerical evolution cannot be tracked into the near-conifold region, where
the trajectory on the bottom right disappears. The potential splits into three basins of attraction, whose boundaries are denoted by the
dashed lines. Zero-velocity initial conditions in basin 1 will yield trajectories that end in min 1; trajectories that begin in basin 2 will
end in min 2; and trajectories that begin in basin 3 will fall to the next sheet down, possibly reaching a minimum should one exist.
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FIG. 4 (color online). The metric Kz z on the complex z-plane
is almost rotationally symmetric around the LCS point. The
metric diverges near the LCS point z ¼ 0 and near z ¼ 1 where
Kz z  lnjz 1j.
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also that the lower saddle (in the vicinity of min 2) is closer
to the conifold point than the upper saddle (in the vicinity
of min 1). This seems to be a generic property of the
examples we have studied, and accords with our observa-
tion that trajectories typically find the nearest minimum as
opposed to spanning many sheets of the potential.
The potential diverges at the conifold point if there is
flux through the shrinking cycle (1, in our example).
5 We
can therefore be assured that those trajectories that we
cannot track numerically eventually leave the near-
conifold region.
V. INSTANTON CALCULATIONS OF TUNNELING
RATES
The moduli parametrizing the string theory landscape
can be frozen at the local minima of a multidimensional
potential as discussed above. Classically, this configuration
is stable, and will correspond to a four-dimensional
Minkowski, de Sitter, or anti-de Sitter vacuum.
Semiclassically, however, many of these vacua will be
unstable, tunneling to a region of the potential with lower
energy density. This process, originally described by
Coleman and collaborators [5–7], will proceed through
the nucleation of bubbles of a lower energy phase that
then expand, eating up the original vacuum. The tunneling
rate out of the false vacuum is in the WKB approximation
[7] given by
 ’ AeðSE½gE;SE½gE;FÞ; (23)
where SE and gE are the Euclidean continuation of the
action S and the metric g, and A is a prefactor representing
the first quantum corrections to the rate.6 The background
(BG) subtraction term in the exponential, SBG 
SE½gE;F, for a de Sitter false vacuum is given by
SBG ¼ 
242M4p
VF
: (24)
The instanton action SI ¼ SE½gE; must be deter-
mined by solving the Euclidean equations of motion,
which for a general metric is a formidable task. However,
there is evidence that the instantons yielding the largest
tunneling rates (lowest action) are Oð4Þ invariant (this has
been proven for tunneling in flat space [43]). This means
that the Euclidean metric has the form
ds2E ¼
M2
4
ðd2þ r2ðÞd23Þ; (25)
and the field  ¼ ðÞ is a function only of . The
equations of motion follow from the Euclideanized version
of the action Eq. (16) with k ¼ 1 and  ¼ it
_r 2 ¼ 1þ 
2r2

1
2
Gij _i _j  VN

;
€i þ 3 _r
r
_i þ ijk _j _k ¼ Gij
@VN
@j
;
(26)
where ijk are the Christoffel symbols on field space. We
remind the reader that all variables appearing in these
equations of motion are dimensionless and real. When
the false-vacuum energy is not zero the Euclidean manifold
will be compact, and the equations of motion will be
subject to the boundary conditions
rð ¼ 0Þ ¼ 0; _ð ¼ 0Þ ¼ 0; ð ¼ 0Þ F;
rð ¼ maxÞ ¼ 0; _ð ¼ maxÞ ¼ 0: (27)
Thus, all coordinates of the instanton metric have a finite
range, and the action is finite. Note that we do not require
that the field ends up at a lower energy minimum. Instead,
the field will emerge at some point on the other side of a
potential barrier, perhaps in the basin of attraction of some
lower energy (true vacuum) minimum, and subsequently
roll classically toward it. Using the equations of motion,
the instanton action is found by evaluating
SI ¼ 42M
4
4
Z
d

r3VN  r

2

; (28)
over the Euclidean manifold.
A. One scalar field coupled to gravity
Before treating the general problem of multiple scalars,
let us review the calculation of the instanton for one scalar
coupled to gravity. Consider a single scalar with a potential
exhibiting two local minima, as shown in Fig. 6. A field
T
φ
V
φφ
F HM
φ
FIG. 6. A potential for a field  with two minima and one
maximum.
5In the case where there is no flux through the shrinking cycle,
the conifold point is a minimum of the potential. Thus, it seems
that such a flux configuration would enforce a geometric tran-
sition of the internal manifold, as discussed in [16,30].
6The prefactor in Eq. (23) involves a functional determinant
that has only been calculated in the absence of gravitational
effects [5].
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redefinition gets rid of the metric in the kinetic term of the
action Eq. (16), and the Euclidean equations of motion for
the field reduce to
_r 2 ¼ 1þ 
2r2

1
2
_2  VN

; €þ 3 _r
r
_ ¼ @VN
@
:
(29)
The number of possible instantons has to be determined
on a case-by-case basis. However, gravitational effects
guarantee the existence of one instanton, the Hawking-
Moss (HM) instanton [44]. Note that the potential has a
local maximum VNðHMÞ in between the minima (see
Fig. 6). Thus, there is a trivial solution to Eq. (27) and
(29) where the field  is constant and r is compact:
 ¼ HM; r ¼ ð
V1=2N Þ1 sinð
V1=2N Þ: (30)
The field can fluctuate from the false vacuum to this
maximum with probability
 eðSISBGÞ  exp

M4
4
82
3
2

1
VNðHMÞ 
1
VNðFÞ

:
(31)
This is made explicit by studying the stochastic evolution
of a field in de Sitter space, where the probability to
random walk up the potential matches Eq. (31) [45].
Since the field can subsequently roll into either of the
two minima, this instanton will contribute to the tunneling
rate out of the false minimum.
If other instantons exist, they can be characterized by the
number of times the field passes the local maximum of the
potential during the instanton evolution. Note that the
Euclidean equations of motion for  in Eq. (29) are
equivalent to the classical equation of motion of a particle
moving in an upside-down potential. A particle rolling in
this potential can either pass the local minimum once or
oscillate around it several times. The former case is re-
ferred to as a single-pass instanton, while the latter are
called multiple-pass instantons. In either case, actually
computing the exact instanton by solving the equations
of motion is a numerically challenging task. However, their
existence can be proven by the overshoot/undershoot argu-
ment of Coleman [6]. For the readers’ convenience, we
repeat the argument here.
Consider the particle analogue mentioned above. The
particle in the upside-down potential is subject to a friction
( 3 _rr < 0) or antifriction (
3 _r
r > 0) force. For the compact
Euclidean metrics studied here, we have friction (antifric-
tion) during the beginning (end) of the evolution of the
field. If the particle starts at rest too far from the local
maximum atF, it will reach a turning point far before r ¼
0; it will roll back toward F. The antifriction term will
then push ! 1 yielding a divergent instanton action.
If the particle instead starts too close to F, it will have
enough energy, with the aid of the antifriction force, to
overshoot the maximum at T , thus pushing ! 1,
yielding a divergent action. By continuity of the potential,
there must be an intermediate point where the particle has
just enough energy so that, taking the friction and antifric-
tion into account, it reaches the end of its trajectory with
zero velocity at the moment r ¼ 0. Thus the single-pass
instanton only exist for suitable friction/antifriction force
terms, which depend upon the geometry of the instanton.
Similar arguments can be applied to multiple-pass instan-
tons [46,47].
For any pair of minima, there will be a finite number of
instantons mediating the transition [46].7 However, in any
conceivable situation, one instanton will give the lowest
action and dominate the tunneling process. The HM in-
stanton is the dominant decay channel when the barrier in
between the minima is broad, making gravitational effects
important. Qualitatively this can be understood by the
following argument. Sending 
! 1 (that is, considering
a family potentials related by increasing the ratio of the
width to the height, or equivalently, considering the strong-
gravity regime; see [51] for a similar construction) implies,
by Eq. (29), that ! 0 and the range of is limited to the
constant valueHM. Therefore, the only possible instanton
is the HM instanton, and all other instantons that existed
for finite 
 will shrink to this point. Quantitatively, a
more stringent analysis shows that the HM instanton is
the only possible solution to Eq. (29) if d2VðHMÞ=d2 <
4
2VNðHMÞ [46]. If instead d2VðHMÞ=d2 >
4
2VNðHMÞ it is the single-pass, or Coleman-de Luccia
(CDL), instanton that yields the largest tunneling rate.
Thus, when the barrier in between the minima is narrow
compared to its height, the semiclassical tunneling domi-
nates the stochastic fluctuations described by the HM
instanton.
B. The thin-wall approximation
When the energy splitting between vacua becomes much
smaller than the height of the barrier separating them, then
the field must loiter in the neighborhood of each vacuum
for the majority of the Euclidean evolution, only quickly
making the transition from one vacuum to the other. The
instanton can then be approximated as two de Sitter four-
spheres joined across a thin interface—this is known as the
thin-wall approximation. In this limit, the position of the
wall becomes a collective coordinate, and the equations of
motion for the instanton can be solved exactly. We can
define the tension of the wall as
 ¼ M2
Z T
F
d
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2ðV0ðÞ  V0ðFÞÞ
q
 M2N;
(32)
7Counting the negative modes, it is unclear that the multiple-
pass instanton really represents a decay process [48–50].
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where V0 is a (dimensionless) function that is identical
to VN except in the vicinity of F, where the potential
is deformed such that V0ðTÞ ¼ V0ðFÞ and
dV0=dðT;FÞ ¼ 0 [7]. Given this definition and the en-
ergy density in the true and false vacua, the (dimension-
less) initial radius and Euclidean action of the bubble
including gravitational effects is given by [52]
r2 ¼ r
2
0
1þ 2xyþ x2 ; (33)
where
r0 ¼ NVNðFÞ  VNðTÞ ; x ¼
3
2
2ðVNðFÞ  VNðTÞÞ ;
y ¼ VNðFÞ þ VNðTÞ
VNðFÞ  VNðTÞ : (34)
The bounce action is given by
SI  SBG ¼ M
4
4
2724N
2ðVNðFÞ  VNðTÞÞ3
fðx; yÞ; (35)
where
fðx; yÞ ¼ 2 ð1þ xyÞ  ð1þ 2xyþ x
2Þ1=2
x2ðy2  1Þð1þ 2xyþ x2Þ1=2 : (36)
C. Multiple scalar fields coupled to gravity
We now turn to the case of interest in the string theory
landscape, where multiple scalar fields (moduli) are stabi-
lized by a potential with many minima. We must now
reintroduce the metric on field space, Gij.
8 In the one-
dimensional case, the overshoot/undershoot argument
could be used to prove the existence of instantons. A finite
family of solutions was associated with any pair of minima,
and each such family always contained the trivial HM
solution. It is natural to expect that the same type of
solutions exist in a multidimensional scenario. However,
proving their existence becomes much more difficult.
Naively, we have an infinite number of paths in field space
that would all need to be tested, which is clearly
impossible.
The multidimensional tunneling problem has been dis-
cussed previously by several authors (see, e.g. [47,53–57]).
If gravity can be ignored and the field space metric is trivial
(Gij ¼ ij) there are even numerical methods for comput-
ing the instantons [54–56]. However, it is not straightfor-
ward to generalize these methods to the problem of moduli
stabilization, where the metric on field space can be in-
volved, and the gravitational effects from de Sitter space
are inevitable. What we will do here instead is to discuss
the qualitative features of multidimensional tunneling. We
will identify situations where we can uniquely determine
the path through field space, or at least some of its quali-
tative features, in which case the problem becomes effec-
tively one-dimensional.
1. Hawking-Moss instantons
We begin by searching for the trivial solutions to the
Euclidean equations of motion Eq. (26) satisfying the
appropriate boundary conditions. These are the HM in-
stantons, which sit at extremal points of the multidimen-
sional potential while r goes between its two zeros, and
will exist as long as gravitational effects are non-
negligeable. A multidimensional potential can have a di-
versity of extremal points, which we can classify by the
number of negative eigenvalues of the matrix of second
derivatives @2VN=@
i@j evaluated at the extremal point.
If there is at least one negative eigenvalue,9 this unstable
direction can connect the basins of attraction of two min-
ima, and there should exist a HM instanton in complete
analogy with the one-dimensional case. If there is more
than one negative eigenvalue, then it is possible that the
same HM instanton could mediate the transition between
many different minima. Because of the background sub-
traction term, the transition probability to the HM point
will not be identical if the initial minima have different
cosmological constants. After the transition, the field will
fall in any one of the (possibly numerous) unstable direc-
tions with equal probability. This implies that all vacua
adjacent to a given HM point will be connected by such
transitions.
In a one-dimension potential, the HM instanton reflected
the inevitable semiclassical gravitational instability of a
positive energy vacuum. However, in a multidimensional
potential landscape, one can imagine scenarios where there
are two vacua separated by a barrier that have no interven-
ing extremal points. This could occur, for example, when
there is an orthogonal direction in field space that has a
nonzero gradient at every point between the vacua. Here,
no trivial Oð4Þ-invariant Euclidean solution exists, but the
stochastic picture of the HM instanton suggests that an
instability should still be present. This can be illustrated by
considering a near-extremal point (in the sense that there
might exist directions in field space in which first deriva-
tives are small) between two vacua. The random walk of
the field will be slightly biased by the gradient, but never-
theless could mediate a transition out of the original vac-
8In the one-dimensional case, a field redefinition got rid of the
metric in the kinetic term. In a multidimensional case, this is
only possible in local patches of field space, not globally.
9When all eigenvalues are positive or zero, the instanton
cannot be interpreted as mediating the transition between two
vacua—it will correspond to a Euclideanized vacuum solution or
to an instanton that connects a vacuum to itself via an inflection
point. The latter may be of cosmological interest, although the
probability for such a transition will be low due to the large
background subtraction.
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uum in the vicinity of the near-extremal point. If the
gradient is everywhere large, then a full stochastic analysis
would be necessary to determine the semiclassical behav-
ior of the field.
2. Single- and multiple-pass instantons
We now consider nontrivial Oð4Þ-invariant solutions to
the Euclidean equations of motion. As mentioned previ-
ously, it is in general prohibitively difficult to find such
solutions due to the multitude of possible paths, the im-
portance of gravity, and the geometry over field space.
However, progress can be made when the full potential
has symmetries that determine the path that the instanton
must take. For example, a deep valley typically must be
followed in order to avoid singular solutions (since this
becomes a precipitous ridge in the Euclidean potential). It
is also possible to overcome these difficulties by concen-
trating on the evolution near an extremal point, where the
easily determined symmetries of the potential dictate the
possible trajectories and the geometry on the field space is
locally flat. This will be relevant when at least one of the
instanton endpoints lies in the near neighborhood of an
extremal point (either a minimum or a HM point). We will
make a number of precise statements in this context, that
will be useful for determining important classes of instan-
tons in multidimensional problems. Without such simpli-
fications, the construction of the entire instanton solution
will necessarily retain a qualitative flavor.
By concentrating on a local patch of the potential in the
vicinity of an extremal point, we can make two important
simplifications. If the patch is sufficiently small (as deter-
mined by the size of derivatives of the metric over field
space), we can introduce locally inertial coordinates and
neglect the geometry on field space. We can also Taylor
expand the potential about the extremal point, which in
terms of the locally inertial coordinates x yields
VNðiÞ ’ V0 þ 12mijx
ixj; (37)
where mij  @2VN=@xi@xj ¼ G1=2ii G1=2jj @2VN=@i@j
is assumed to be nonzero.
The symmetries of the potential VNðÞ in the neighbor-
hood of the extremal point will depend entirely on the
structure ofmij. There will be continuousOðnÞ symmetries
when there are n > 1 identical eigenvalues of mij [if there
is more than one set of identical eigenvalues, there will be a
product structure OðnjÞ Oðnj1Þ  . . .Oðn1Þ, where nj
is the number of elements of each set]. There will also be
discrete reflection symmetries for each of the d nonident-
ical eigenvalues. If the potential does not admit a Taylor
expansion, or if the lowest order term is not quadratic, then
it will be possible to have other discrete symmetries.
Now, consider trajectories approaching an extremal
point. Once more, it is helpful to consider the mechanical
analogue of the tunneling problem, i.e. the particle rolling
in the upside-down potential. The angular momentum with
respect to the extremal point must be zero in order for the
particle to reach it. The only zero angular momentum
trajectories lie in one of the planes preserving an OðnÞ
symmetry or along one of the directions in field space
preserving a discrete symmetry. We will refer to this class
of trajectories as lying along a line of symmetry.
When the energy of a false vacuum is exactly zero (or
when gravitational effects are negligible), then one of the
instanton endpoints must lie exactly at the false-vacuum
minimum. The trajectory must therefore follow a line of
symmetry in the neighborhood of the extremal point. When
there are continuous symmetries, there are an infinite
number of lines of symmetry, and there could be an infinite
number of Euclidean trajectories that have an endpoint at
the false vacuum. Of course, not all (or any for that matter)
of these trajectories need be instantons once we stray from
our patch, but if the symmetry of the potential extends out
from the false-vacuum minimum, there can in fact exist an
infinite family of instantons, and naively it seems as though
the transition rate should go to one (since any one of this
infinite number of transitions could carry one out of the
false vacuum). However [58,59], one must include these
internal degrees of freedom in the calculation of the pre-
factor in Eq. (23), which renders the overall probability
finite, but enhanced by a factor of ðSI  SBGÞN=2, where N
is the number of continuous symmetries of the false vac-
uum broken by the transition. We leave the implications of
such enhancements to future work.
When there are only discrete symmetries, the path of the
instanton is constrained to lie along one of the (finite
number of) lines of symmetry, and one has directional
information about the velocity on the boundary of the
coordinate patch. Inside the patch, this specifies a unique
trajectory unstable to small perturbations, and implies that
the number of instantons with an endpoint at the false
vacuum is bounded by twice the number of discrete sym-
metries (twice because the instanton could potentially
approach the false vacuum from either side of the extremal
point).
We now consider trajectories in the neighborhood of a
HM point. As in the one-dimensional case, consider a
family of potentials differing only by the value of 
. In
the limit where 
! 1, only the HM instantons will exist.
Decreasing 
, eventually the range in Euclidean time will
grow large enough to admit a single-pass CDL instanton.
The endpoints of this instanton will necessarily lie in the
near neighborhood of the HM point. In this case, the entire
trajectory will be contained within our locally inertial
patch, and we can use the simplified picture presented
above to construct the instanton.
From the boundary conditions, the initial and final an-
gular momentum with respect to the HM point must be
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zero. When the mass matrix contains many different ei-
genvalues, the angular momentum with respect to the
extremal point is not in general conserved. A trajectory
beginning at a generic point with zero angular momentum
will not evolve to a final state with zero angular momentum
(at least not in our patch). Instead, the particle will orbit the
HM point until the trajectory becomes singular due to the
evolution of the scale factor. Therefore, we conclude that
the instanton must lie along a line of symmetry (passing
through the HM point), where the angular momentum can
remain zero, and the problem becomes effectively one-
dimensional.10 Slicing the potential along one of the dis-
crete lines of symmetry, we can determine the condition for
the existence of a single-pass CDL instanton as
j	ij> 4
2VNðHMÞ; (38)
where 	i is the appropriate eigenvalue of the mass matrix
corresponding to the discrete line of symmetry of interest.
Thus, there will be a class of instantons that behave as in
the one-dimensional case; the multiple-pass and the CDL
instantons can be continuously deformed into the HM
instanton as the relative importance of gravity increases.
This argument does not rule out other classes of instantons
in the weak gravity limit. However, we expect the class of
instantons associated with an HM point to be relevant for
the string theory landscape, where gravity is important.
VI. TUNNELING IN THE MIRROR QUINTIC
MONODROMY STAIRCASE
A. Euclidean paths
We now move on to the description of instantons medi-
ating the transition between flux vacua in our mirror quin-
tic sample landscape. We will have to contend with
Euclidean evolution in the two complex dimensional 
z-space, a nontrivial Ka¨hler metric, and gravitational ef-
fects, a set of ingredients that in general makes the problem
untractable as described in Sec. VC. However, we can use
the intuition developed in previous sections and some
simple features of the potential to help us find approximate
solutions.
Recall that minima on different potential sheets are
connected by encircling the large complex structure or
conifold point, as depicted in Fig. 3. In general,  is not
altered much between minima on adjacent sheets of the
potential (see Table I). Given a particular value of z, the
potential on the -plane has a global minimum as described
in Sec. III. When we are looking for instantons, we are
working with the upside-down potential, and this minimum
is now a global maximum. We must be careful to get
nonsingular paths, and therefore  must stay near this
maximum as z evolves. This renders the dynamics in
-space trivial, and we will (as before) restrict ourselves
to motion on a slice where @V ¼ 0.
As discussed in Sec. IV, the Ka¨hler metric Kzz takes a
fairly simple form, and in general the Lorentzian trajecto-
ries are determined from the topography of the potential,
and not strongly influenced by the geometry on field space.
We should therefore expect that the Euclidean evolution of
the field is also fairly well behaved. To get a sense for the
path length between two minima, one can fix the trajectory
and define the canonical field along it. Specifically, we
define a canonical field x which can be related to the
coordinates z via the Ka¨hler metric
dx2 ¼ Kzzðdz2I þ dz2RÞ: (39)
The distance between two points in field space is then
found by integrating
x ¼
Z zf
zi
dzIK
1=2
zz
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1þ

dzR
dzI

2
s
: (40)
The Ka¨hler metric is approximately independent of the
phase of z, and except in the near-conifold or near-LCS
limits, falls off like Kzz  jzj2 (see Sec. IVB). The path
length for a curve around the conifold point at approximate
distance R can therefore be approximated by x ’
R
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Kzz
p
 ’ 0:1R. We can roughly determine the typi-
cal distance in field space between minima on adjacent
sheets using R ¼ 0:1 and  ’ 2, yielding x 0:1.
This generic path length is only modified very close to the
conifold and the large complex structure points, where the
moduli space is curved. Thus, shorter paths can be obtained
closer to the conifold, although in the near-conifold region
Kzz diverges like lnR.
In the flux landscape, we have M2 ¼ M2p=2, and we
therefore expect the distance between adjacent minima to
be of order 0:1Mp. This implies (through the relatively
large value of 
) that gravitational effects will be important
when calculating the instanton. With this in mind, we
expect from the arguments in Sec. VC that trajectories
pass through the near neighborhood of a HM point. Among
the examples we have studied, the difference in energy
between the false-vacuum minimum and the HM point is
VHMN  VFN Oð0:1Þ (see Table I). The change in potential
obtained by the monodromy transformation will be deter-
mined by the flux change F1 and the period of the
shrinking cycle 1. It is straightforward to show that
moderate changes in flux yield changes in energy of
Oð0:1Þ (again, see Table I for concrete examples). Since
the barrier height is typically rather low compared to the
vacuum energy splitting, the bubbles are in general not thin
wall. Based on this information, we expect that the instan-
ton action between de Sitter minima in our example flux
10It makes little sense to interpret instantons in directions
associated with a continuous symmetry as tunneling solutions
since there will be a classically allowed path between the
instanton endpoints. Discrete lines of symmetry associated
with positive eigenvalues of the mass matrix should be ignored
as well.
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landscape will be of order
SI M4=4 / 3I : (41)
We can confirm this argument by studying the examples
shown in Fig. 7. Examining the features of each potential,
we define a path between the two minima along which it is
plausible that the instanton trajectory lies. We require that
the path goes through the HM point and each minimum,
and that it avoids any obvious runaway directions.
Sampling the potential and Ka¨hler metric along this path,
and defining a canonical field through Eq. (40), we are left
with a one-dimensional potential. The instanton can now
be determined numerically as described in Sec. VA. The
chosen paths are depicted by the dashed lines in the con-
tour plots of Fig. 7, with the instanton endpoints denoted by
the dots, and the explicit solutions xðÞ and rðÞ displayed
on the far right. Small variations in the chosen path do not
significantly change our results.
The instanton action can be computed from Eq. (28),
yielding the results shown in Table II. Here, we also dis-
play the action for the HM instanton. In both cases, we see
that the action isOð3I Þ and the CDL instanton has lower
action than the HM instanton, but not much lower, con-
firming our earlier arguments.
B. Thin-wall instantons, BPS domain walls,
and D5 branes
In the previous section, we studied the transition be-
tween two de Sitter minima in the context of the no-scale
flux-induced potential. Because the barrier height is fairly
universal, and of order the energy splitting between the
minima, these instantons are generically thick wall.
Including the Ka¨hler sector, and stepping away from the
no-scale potential, there will be anti-de Sitter (AdS) min-
ima and de Sitter minima whose vacuum energy is not set
by the fluxes. With the addition of these new scales, the
vacuum energy splitting and the barrier height will no
longer both be determined by the fluxes, and we can expect
to find examples where the thin-wall approximation dis-
cussed in Sec. VB applies. This will arise when consider-
ing near-BPS domain walls [20], as we now describe.
BPS domain walls separating two supersymmetric flux
vacua (see [60] for a review) are intimately related to thin-
wall CDL bubbles, corresponding to the limit where the
critical radius goes to infinity [61]. However, supersym-
metric vacua are absolutely stable [62–64], and these
domain walls cannot be interpreted as arising from tunnel-
ing transitions between vacua (physically, their infinite
extent makes the production of such objects infinitely
suppressed).
In the no-scale potential, a necessary (though not suffi-
cient, since we must also include the Ka¨hler sector) con-
dition for a supersymmetric vacuum is that the potential is
zero at the minimum. This follows from the vanishing of
the F-terms DzW ¼ DW ¼ 0. It is easy to find continu-
ously connected vacua that fulfil DzW ¼ DW ¼ 0 on the
mirror quintic and an example of two such vacua is shown
in Fig. 8. Although these minima are connected, they are
absolutely stable; since the vacuum energies are the same,
the tunneling rate is infinitely suppressed.
Following [20], if the potential energy of one of the
minima were lifted by a small amount (using ingredients
such as branes to do so in a controlled way), the minimum
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FIG. 7 (color online). Two minima with flux configurations
F ¼ ½0;3; 5; 6; H ¼ ½1; 1; 1; 0 and F ¼ ½6;3; 5; 6; H ¼
½1; 1; 1; 0 (top) and F ¼ ½3;4;1;2; H ¼ ½1; 0; 5; 0 and
F ¼ ½1;4;1;2; H ¼ ½1; 0; 5; 0 (bottom) connected by an
instanton. On the far left, a contour plot of the potential in the
polar representation is shown. The next cell depicts the potential
obtained by sampling along the dashed line in the contour plot as
a function of the canonical field x. The endpoints of the instanton
connecting the two minima are denoted by the dots. On the far
right, the instanton solution xðÞ, rðÞ is displayed.
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would no longer be totally stable. Provided that this uplift
is small, the thin-wall analysis could be applied and the
tension of the bubble computed using Eq. (32). Sampling
the potential in Fig. 8 along a variety of paths between the
two minima and transforming to a canonically normalized
field using Eq. (40), we obtain by numerical integration
 ¼ NM2 ¼ 0:1M2 ¼ 0:1M3p3=2I : (42)
Note that the numerical factor N includes a factor of
1=2I evaluated along the path. The exact value of N
changes by a few percent from path to path (and from
potential to potential), but this result simply follows from
the universality of the distance between the minima and the
barrier heights that were discussed above. We can therefore
expect that this will be the general scale of the tension of
thin-wall bubbles in flux-changing transitions. This result
agrees with the scaling presented in Ref. [21].
Once the vacuum energies of the true and false vacua are
known, the bounce action can be determined from Eq. (35)
using the tension Eq. (42). The tension scale, as obtained
from the scale of the potential, agrees with the scale of the
BPS domain wall tension as well
dw ¼ ðeK=2jW^jÞ M3p3=2I g1=2s : (43)
Here W^ is the standard supergravity superpotential of mass
dimension 3, in contrast to W used in previous sections.
In this paper, we have used the fact that monodromy
transitions yield continuous potential barriers between
minima with different flux configurations. Another ap-
proach to transitions between vacua with different flux is
the nucleation of charged brane bubbles [65]. In string
theory, D- and NS-branes source flux and can act as
infinitesimally thin domain walls between vacua with dif-
ferent flux [36]. It has therefore been proposed that tunnel-
ing can proceed by the nucleation of D- or NS-brane
bubbles [19,66,67]. If these branes wrap internal three-
cycles of the manifold, they will appear as two-
dimensional domain walls in the four-dimensional world.
The tension of the effective bubbles is given by
D5 ¼j i j M3p3=2I g1=2s ; (44)
where i is the period over the wrapped three-cycle.
It is interesting to see that the wrapped brane tension
agrees roughly with the thin-wall tension in Eq. (42). With
this in mind, it is natural to consider that the potential
barrier between the two minima in Fig. 8 is a resolution
of a D-brane domain wall that separates the minima. By
continuity, it would be unnatural if the domain walls
derived from the supergravity potential in the thin-wall
limit had a radically different interpretation than the
thick-wall configurations studied above. Therefore we are
lead to conclude that the thick-wall instantons that inter-
polate between minima with badly broken supersymmetry
also have a interpretation as resolved D-branes, as sug-
gested in [16]. However, the field configuration or resolved
brane interpolating between these minima is smeared over
nearly a Hubble volume of the false vacuum.
Interestingly, the smearing of the brane is unrelated to its
charge.11 In the monodromy staircase, the change in flux
between two potential sheets is set by the flux through the
shrinking cycle. This need not be one. In the D-brane
nucleation picture, each brane has charge one and it is
necessary to nucleate several brane bubbles to change the
flux configuration by several units. It would seem that the
action for such repeated nucleations is large. On the con-
trary, the actions computed above are, for reasonable
fluxes, practically independent of the change in flux. In
fact, in the two examples presented in Fig. 7 it is clearly
TABLE II. Instanton actions.
Upper flux configuration Lower flux configuration F1 SI  SBG SHM  SBG
F ¼ ½6;3; 5; 6; H ¼ ½1; 1; 1; 0 F ¼ ½0;3; 5; 6; H ¼ ½1; 1; 1; 0 6 1:23I 13:43I
F ¼ ½3;4;1;2; H ¼ ½1; 0; 5; 0 F ¼ ½1;4;1;2; H ¼ ½1; 0; 5; 0 2 3:13I 3:53I
FIG. 8 (color online). Two zero-energy minima of the flux-
induced potential for the mirror quintic. Although the minima on
the two sheets are connected by a smooth potential there is no
tunneling between them.
11Thus, the smeared D-branes do not correspond to the ‘‘fat
brane’’ interpretation of stacks of D-branes suggested by [68].
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seen that the transition with F ¼ 6 is faster than the
transition with F ¼ 1. It has been argued that an en-
hancement of the nucleation rate is achieved when includ-
ing gauge fields associated with the brane stack in the
prefactor [66] (see also [69]). It is unclear how to make a
connection with this picture in the present scenario.
Finally, although the brane nucleation picture is natural
from a stringy perspective, it has been questioned. Static
branes can be described in the supergravity approximation
of string theory [60], but it is difficult to formulate a
consistent action to describe brane nucleation [17]. Of
course, these complications do not forbid brane nuclea-
tions in the landscape, but make it difficult to describe such
transitions (and calculate their probability) in the low-
energy supergravity approximation. Here we see that there
is a complementary approach to transitions between flux
minima, that is valid as long as the low-energy effective
field theory describing moduli stabilization is. We leave a
more detailed analysis of the similarities and differences
between these two points of view to future work.
VII. ETERNAL INFLATIONANDTHELANDSCAPE
Thus far, we have used the monodromies of the complex
structure moduli space to explicitly construct the scalar
potential in the vicinity of and between different flux
vacua. In the limit of large compactification volume (which
we assume) and weak string coupling (which we explicitly
verify), we have found that the decay probability per unit
four-volume is exponentially suppressed. Since this decay
probability will be much smaller than H4F (the Hubble
constant in a false vacuum), then a vacuum, once accessed,
will exhibit a phenomenon known as eternal inflation (see,
e.g. [8,9,70] for a review). The large-scale structure of the
Universe then consists of many causally disconnected
regions in which different vacua might be physically real-
ized, but where there is always a spatial slicing along
which part of the Universe remains in the false vacuum.
Our present vacuum presumably exists in some local re-
gion of the eternally inflating Universe, and it is plausible
(though not logically necessary), and possibly overwhelm-
ingly likely,12 that our Universe was formed in the after-
math of a transition between two vacua.
Such transitions can result in local regions of the
Universe undergoing a period of slow-roll inflation, reheat-
ing, and subsequently (in a vacuum yielding the standard
model of particle physics) produce the standard big bang
(SBB) cosmology. This model goes by the name of open
inflation [71,72], and the ‘‘big bang’’ is replaced by an
infinite null surface on which the initial conditions for the
inflationary epoch are set by the endpoints of the CDL
instanton mediating the transition. In principle, this allows
us to understand both the inflationary epoch immediately
preceding SBB cosmology and its initial conditions en-
tirely in terms of our four-dimensional effective theory.13
In our example landscape, we have neglected a number
of elements that will play important roles in a realistic
picture of the resulting eternally inflating space-time. Most
importantly, we have not explicitly stabilized the Ka¨hler
moduli, assuming that this can be accomplished at large
compactification volume by considering corrections to the
Ka¨hler potential and superpotential. Because most of the
flux vacua we are considering break supersymmetry at tree
level, this may be difficult (or impossible) to achieve in
general [74]. We will have no more to say about this issue,
but note that in order to connect the string theory landscape
to false-vacuum eternal inflation, one must verify the ex-
istence of consistent de Sitter vacua at a relatively high-
energy scale.
The scalar potential for the Ka¨hler moduli always goes
to zero at infinite volume, and so any minima we might find
will be unstable to spontaneous decompactification [75] to
ten noncompact dimensions. This is mediated by the same
CDL instantons discussed in Sec. Vas long as the instanton
endpoints are at small enough volume for the effective
four-dimensional theory to be valid. As decompactification
occurs, the scale of the flux-induced potential will decrease
and the massive KK modes we have neglected will become
light, inducing significant corrections and invalidating our
effective theory. The amplitude for such transitions, while
typically gravitationally suppressed [76], is somewhat
model dependent, precluding a direct comparison with
the rates we have found for flux-changing transitions.
There will be other orthogonal directions of instability as
well, perhaps connecting vacua through the Ka¨hler [77] or
open string sectors [78]. In more general compactifica-
tions, we will also have other complex structure moduli,
adding the potential of many more directions of instability
to flux-changing transitions than the two (associated with
the complex field z) we have considered here. Typical
vacua will therefore have many decay channels, in which
the local flux configuration, size of various cycles or posi-
tion of branes in the internal manifold, or even the overall
scale of the compactification change. Because of the po-
tentially large number of ways to decay, one might worry
that the total decay probability per unit four-volume out of
a given vacuum becomes greater than H4F, and the phase
transition completes, ending eternal inflation. However,
this would require atypically high transition rates or an
exponentially large number of decay channels, neither of
which are obviously present.
Once one moves away from the no-scale potential that
we have studied in our example landscape, indeed, there
12This assumes some measure over cosmological histories; the
measure problem for eternal inflation is a controversial topic
with no clear resolution to date.
13This assumes that eternal inflation can be adequately de-
scribed by the semiclassical theory of scalars coupled to gravity.
This semiclassical description may be inadequate and mislead-
ing [73].
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will be many anti-de Sitter vacua as well as zero and
positive energy vacua. Transitions into the basin of attrac-
tion of an AdS vacuum results in a big crunch, and near the
singularity our effective theory will break down. These
vacua act as sinks [20] for probability current, and cause
the fraction of comoving volume in de Sitter vacua to
monotonically decrease. The decompactification transi-
tions discussed above would seem to act similarly, remov-
ing four-dimensional comoving volume from the realm
where the effective theory applies, although it is unclear
how one is to define a sensible measure for an eternally
inflating space-time in which the dimensionality of space
effectively changes. Given that such transitions will cer-
tainly occur, and that the existence of sinks for the proba-
bility current drastically affect the resulting distributions
(see, e.g. [79]), it seems crucial to include them at least in a
primitive manner if existing measure proposals are to apply
to a description of the string theory landscape.
In sum, we expect that if eternal inflation occurs, then
pockets of the eternally inflating space-time can be de-
scribed by the four-dimensional low-energy effective the-
ory of the full scalar moduli potential coupled to gravity.
Eternal inflation is not guaranteed to be past eternal [80]
(see however [81]), and so some unknown process will set
the ultimate initial conditions. The effective theory can
then be used to describe transitions between low-energy
vacua, but it is possible for it to dynamically bring about its
own demise through the formation of singularities and
decompactification transitions. This patchwork makes it
difficult to assess the ultimate validity of the theory, but
the possibility that the low-energy theory can encapsulate
the transition into our present vacuum and our observed
cosmology is intriguing.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
The use of monodromies to generate the potential be-
tween flux vacua has allowed us to explore both cosmo-
logical field dynamics and tunneling in a landscape of type
IIB flux compactifications. Couching the description of
transitions between flux vacua in the language of a four-
dimensional effective theory of scalar fields coupled to
gravity yields an explicit picture of the way in which vacua
of the string theory landscape are connected, and our
example of the mirror quintic Calabi-Yau has yielded
some quantitative information on the features of such a
landscape. Because this analysis has been rather lengthy,
we summarize our main results below.
(i) Monodromies can be used to find a continuous po-
tential between two different flux vacua. Not all flux
configurations can be reached in this way, and ad-
jacent minima need not differ by one unit of flux.
(ii) We have considered the dynamics of the complex
structure modulus and axiodilaton for the mirror
quintic Calabi-Yau, finding that the slow-roll con-
ditions are typically not satisfied by the flux-induced
potential, except for highly nongeneric situations
where an approximate inflection point could arise
due to the merging of a minimum and a saddle point.
For homogenous and isotropic cosmological solu-
tions, the field trajectories do not exhibit chaotic
behavior and separate neatly into basins of attrac-
tion of the various minima.
(iii) The barrier height and energy splitting between
adjacent de Sitter minima are fairly universal and
of order VN  :1, implying that the instanton
mediating the transition will be thick wall. In addi-
tion, the canonical field distance between adjacent
vacua is fairly universal and of orderMp, implying
that gravitational effects will be important. We
therefore estimate the transition rate between
de Sitter vacua with moderate flux integers as 
expðg1s 3I Þ, which is confirmed by the construc-
tion of explicit examples. For large-volume com-
pactifications and weak string coupling, the rate is
exponentially suppressed.
(iv) We can imagine that there will be thin-wall instan-
tons when supersymmetry is unbroken in the flux
sector, in which case the universal properties of the
barriers between zero-energy vacua allow us to
estimate the tension of the bubble wall for flux-
changing transitions to be very close to  ’
:1M3p
3=2
I .
(v) The tension of these domain walls scales the same as
the tension of a D- or NS-brane bubble, suggesting
that domain walls constructed using the scalar po-
tential we have computed are resolved branes or
stacks of branes, as was first suggested in [16]. By
continuity, we expect this interpretation to carry
over to the description of transitions between
de Sitter minima. The bubble wall is in this case
highly nonlocalized, suggesting a smearing of
D-branes in de Sitter space. Since monodromy
transformations can connect configurations differ-
ing by more than one unit of flux, the unit change
implied by the brane nucleation picture is rather
misleading.
Let us now discuss some limitations and extensions of
our results. The transitions between vacua related by
monodromies are expected to remain in string theory mod-
els with all moduli fixed. In particular, this should be true in
type IIB compactification on conformal Calabi-Yau mani-
folds, whose internal geometry is largely determined by
periods, that are affected by monodromies. Most Calabi-
Yau manifolds will have more complex structure moduli
and more monodromies, thus connecting larger sets of
vacua. As a first approximation, the mirror quintic results
can be used to estimate the tunneling probability between
vacua in these models.
We have seen that the tunneling probability between
supersymmetry-breaking flux vacua is exponentially sup-
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pressed. This suppression is minimized by diminishing the
internal volume and increasing the string coupling.
However, these regions of the landscape are not well
described by the effective field theory we are using (this
complements the realm of validity of the semiclassical
approximation to the bounce action, which requiresM4 
4), and so we should tread carefully in this regime.
Alternatively, a very large flux would yield a fast transition
between minima (due to an overall increase in VN over the
instanton trajectory). This is also problematic, since such
large flux leads to a radical backreaction on the internal
geometry, and eventually the internal manifold is no longer
conformally Calabi-Yau (see [11] and references therein).
It is unclear if the necessary monodromy transformations
will survive in this limit. In addition, the overall scale of
the potential will become much higher than the string and
Kaluza-Klein scales, seriously compromising the effective
theory.
We have also concluded that the generic distance be-
tween minima in the monodromy staircase is large
[OðMpÞ]. This is problematic for chain inflation [82,83],
which is only allowed if the interminimum distance is
much shorter [84]. Nevertheless, there might be tuned
scenarios where the minima and the intermediate saddle
point are brought closer together. For example, the extrema
could lie closer to the conifold point than the examples
studied here, opening up for shorter paths.
Furthermore, we have argued that thin-wall instantons
could exist in monodromy staircases when zero-energy
minima are uplifted by effects in the open string or
Ka¨hler sectors. The relative universality of the bubble-
wall tension allows a determination of the tunneling rates
from Eq. (35) once the vacuum energies are known. This
can be compared with the analysis of [20,21], where such
thin-wall transitions were considered. In reality, there will
most likely be a spectrum between thin- and thick-wall
solutions, determined by the hierarchy of scales between
the barrier height and the vacuum energy splitting.
In order to support eternal inflation (or at least the
variety that is relevant to our cosmological history, includ-
ing an epoch of open inflation), transitions in the landscape
from relatively high-energy de Sitter minima must be
considered. On the other hand, for assessing the stability
of our present vacuum, one is typically interested in tran-
sitions from a low-energy de Sitter vacuum to a big crunch
(towards an AdS minimum). It is important to establish the
existence and properties of both types of transitions.
Transitions among the supersymmetry-breaking flux vacua
of Sec. VIA offer an example relevant to the first scenario,
and the near-BPS bubbles of Sec. VI B will be relevant for
the second. However, once the Ka¨hler moduli are reintro-
duced, more work must be done to establish the continued
existence of the supersymmetry-breaking flux vacua, and
the particulars of uplifting the zero-energy vacua.
It can be hoped that with a better understanding of
transitions in the landscape, we will be able to determine
the connection of the string theory landscape to eternal
inflation, and ultimately to our observed cosmology
through the phenomenology of open inflation. There are
many open questions in this direction, and we leave further
discussion to future work.
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APPENDIX: NOTATION, GEOMETRYAND
SCALES
1. Geometry
Calabi-Yau manifolds are complex, Ricci-flat manifolds.
The complex structure moduli (CSM) space associated to a
Calabi-Yau manifold parametrize the different ways one
may split the real coordinates on the manifold into holo-
morphic and antiholomorphic coordinates. On every
Calabi-Yau manifold there is a nonvanishing holomorphic
form  of middle cohomology that encodes this choice.
For example, on a six-dimensional Calabi-Yau there is a
holomorphic 3-form  2 Hð3;0Þ that is key to understand-
ing the features of its CSM space.
In particular, by choosing a basis of N three-cycles CI
for the homology class H3 we can define the periods I
over these cycles as
I ¼
I
CI
: (A1)
These periods measure the ‘‘holomorphic volumes’’ of the
three-cycles and determine the geometry of the CSM space
through the Ka¨hler potential
KcsðzÞ ¼  ln

i
Z
CY
 ^ 

¼  lnðiyðzÞ Q1 ðzÞÞ: (A2)
For notational simplicity, we suppress the z dependence of
KcsðzÞ. Here we have used the period vector
ðzÞ ¼
1ðzÞ
2ðzÞ
..
.
NðzÞ
0
BBBB@
1
CCCCA; (A3)
where z is an ðN=2 1Þ-dimensional (complex) coordi-
nate on the CSM space.QIJ is the intersection matrix of the
three-cycles given by
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QIJ ¼ CI \ CJ: (A4)
The three-cycle basis CI is called canonical if the cycles
intersect pairwise with intersection number 	1. These
geometric features of the CSM space have been derived
using special geometry; see [13,85,86], which is applicable
for N ¼ 2 vector multiplets. The structure survives in
N ¼ 1 orientifolds of these models, such as the ones
studied here. The expression for the Ka¨hler potential is
valid if the Calabi-Yau volume is big, which we assume in
this paper. If the volume is small, the Ka¨hler potential is
modified by warping [22,33–35].
2. Flux compactification and the scalar potential
We now turn to flux compactifications. Compactifying
type IIB string theory on a conformally Calabi-Yau mani-
fold gives an effective four-dimensional theory. Turning on
three-fluxes (see below) breaks supersymmetry toN ¼ 1
and generates a scalar potential that depends on the com-
plex structure moduli z, the Ka¨hler volume modulus  ¼
R þ iI and the type IIB axiodilaton  ¼ R þ iI:
V ¼ eKðKa bDaWD b W  3W2Þ; (A5)
where the indices go over z,  and . The scalar potential is
determined in terms of a Gukov-Vafa-Witten superpoten-
tialW and a Ka¨hler potentialK. The equation also includes
the covariant derivatives Di ¼ @i þ @iK and the Ka¨hler
metric Ki j ¼ @i@ jK. K is given by
K ¼  lnðIÞ þ Kcsðz; zÞ  3 lnðIÞ; (A6)
where Kcs was defined above. The superpotential depends
on the 3-form fluxes, the axiodilaton and the periods.
W ¼ 1ð2Þ20
Z
CY
 ^ ðFð3Þ  Hð3ÞÞ ¼ ðF HÞ :
(A7)
Here the 3-form fluxes have been collected in row vectors
F ¼ ½F1; F2; F3; F4 and similarly for H. The Dirac quan-
tization conditions for the fluxes then become
Z
CJ
Fð3Þ ¼ ð2Þ20FIQIJ;
Z
CJ
Hð3Þ ¼ ð2Þ20HIQIJ:
(A8)
This unconventional definition of the flux vectors is used
get a simpler expression for the superpotential.
Since W is independent of , it is straightforward to
show that the potential is of no-scale type, i.e. that
V ¼ eKðKzzDzWD z W þ K DWD  WÞ: (A9)
The potential is positive semidefinite, and as presently
defined is a dimensionless function (we discuss the overall
scale of the potential in the next subsection). Minima that
preserve supersymmetry in the flux sector have vanishing
F-terms DzW ¼ DW ¼ 0 and zero potential energy.
3. Dimensional reduction and energy scales
To discuss physical properties, the correct scale of the
potential is needed. To restore the scaling factors, we will
briefly review the dimensional reduction from ten to four
dimensions. We will follow [18,22,25], where this reduc-
tion has been thoroughly discussed.
The bosonic low-energy action for type IIB string theory
in the ten-dimensional Einstein frame is given by (up to
subleading 0 and gs corrections)
SIIB ¼ 1ð2Þ704
Z
d10x
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
G
q


R @M@
M 
22I
Gð3Þ 
Gð3Þ
12I
 j ~F5j
2
4  5!

 1
4ið2Þ704
Z Cð4Þ ^Gð3Þ ^ Gð3Þ
I
: (A10)
Here Gð3Þ ¼ Fð3Þ  Hð3Þ is the 3-form flux, ~F5 is a self-
dual five-form flux,  ¼ ig1s þ C0 is the axiodilaton. We
compactify on a (conformal) Calabi-Yau threefold, and use
the ten-dimensional block-diagonal metric ansatz:
ds210 ¼ GMNdzMdzN
¼ e6uðxÞe2AðyÞgdxdx
þ e2uðxÞe2AðyÞ~gmndymdyn; (A11)
where an overall scale factor of the internal volume e2u ¼
1=2I , and a warp factor e
2A has been factored out from the
six-dimensional metric, leaving ~gmn which is Calabi-Yau.
The four-dimensional part of the metric is warped, with
warp factor e2AðyÞ. In the following, we will assume that
this warp factor can be neglected. For a discussion of the
effects of the warp factor on the low-energy effective field
theory, see [22,25,33,34]. Choosing this metric implies that
our computations are made in the four-dimensional
Einstein frame, as is seen below.
The terms in the ten-dimensional action will contribute
to various terms in the four-dimensional action upon di-
mensional reduction. The Ricci scalar yields the four-
dimensional Einstein-Hilbert term, kinetic terms for the
geometric moduli and a contribution to the no- scale
potential. The flux terms will also contribute to the poten-
tial. The kinetic term for the axiodilaton in the ten-
dimensional action gives a similar kinetic term in the
four-dimensional effective field theory. As shown in
[22,25], we get the four-dimensional Einstein-Hilbert term
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1ð2Þ704
Z
d10x
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
G
q
R
¼ 1ð2Þ704
Z
d4x
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃg4p Rð4Þ Z d6y ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ~g6p þ . . .
¼ M
2
p
2
Z
d4x
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃg4p Rð4Þ þ . . . : (A12)
The last equality defines the four-dimensional Planck scale
M2p
2
¼
~V
ð2Þ704 ¼
1
20
; (A13)
where ~V ¼ R d6y ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ~g6p is the volume of the internal mani-
fold when I ¼ 1. Since all volumes are measured in units
of 0, we can conveniently choose ~V ¼ ð2Þ603 [18],
yielding the second equality. Note that this four-
dimensional Planck mass is measured in the four-
dimensional Einstein frame, where the effective string
and Kaluza-Klain scales are space-time dependent.
Neglecting warping, the string scale is given by M2s ¼
ð201=2I 3=2I Þ1 and the lightest Kaluza-Klein mode is
at M2KK ¼ ð202I Þ1 [18].
The potential term arising from R and the fluxes is
given by [22,25]
SV ¼ 1ð2Þ704
Z
d4x
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃg4p Z 1
I
3
I
Gþð3Þ ^ ?6 Gþð3Þ;
(A14)
where G	ð3Þ ¼ 12 ðGð3Þ 	 i ?6 Gð3ÞÞ and ?6 is the six-
dimensional Hodge star operator. The ten-dimensional
equations of motion imply that Gð3Þ is harmonic on the
Calabi-Yau [25]. Thus, we can expand it in a basis of
harmonic three-forms
Gð3Þ ¼
Z
 ^ 
1



Z
Gð3Þ ^ þG   
Z
Gð3Þ ^ 

: (A15)
Here  is the harmonic (3,0)-form,  are h
ð2;1Þ harmonic
(2,1)-forms and G
 is the inverse of the metric G  ¼
ðR ^ Þ1 R ^  . Assuming that  and  is inde-
pendent of the internal coordinates, the potential term can
be written
SV ¼ 1ð2Þ704
Z
d4x
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃg4p 1
3I I
R
 ^ 
Z
Gð3Þ
^ 
Z
Gð3Þ ^þG 
Z
Gð3Þ ^ 
Z
Gð3Þ ^  

:
(A16)
To rewrite this inN ¼ 1-form, we first identify the Ka¨hler
potential defined above: eK ¼ ð3I I
R
 ^ Þ1. Further-
more, since the fluxes are quantized with respect to the
three-cycles they thread [see Eq. (A8)], the terms in the
brackets in Eq. (A16) scale as ð2Þ402. Using the dimen-
sionless Gukov-Vafa-Witten superpotential defined in
Eq. (A7), the potential is given by
V ¼ ð2Þ
402
ð2Þ704 e
KðKi jDiWD j WÞ ¼
M4p

gs
3I
vðz; Þ;
(A17)
where the index i, j runs over the complex structure
modulus z and the axiodilaton  and
vðz; Þ ¼ eKcsðKi jDiWD j WÞ: (A18)
The dimensional reduction also yield the kinetic terms for
the geometric moduli and the axiodilaton [22,25]:
M2p
Z
d4x
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃgp ðKi j@c i@ c jÞ; (A19)
where Ki j ¼ @c i@ c jK is the (positive definite, block di-
agonal) Ka¨hler metric on c space computed above. The
fields c i are the axiodilaton and the complex structure and
Ka¨hler moduli.
Alternatively, to confirm with standardN ¼ 1 notation,
we can define dimensionful Ka¨hler and superpotentials as
K^ ¼ KM2p; W^ ¼ WM3p: (A20)
This redefinition still yields a potential of mass dimension
4, but redefines the kinetic term to a canonical form. In this
paper, we will mainly use the dimensionless quantities,
which can be computed numerically.
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